ACP VEHICLE REGISTRATION

Car/Tag Sticker#_______

Name___________________________________________________________

Society ______________________________________________ Ext._______

Car Make____________________ Car Model__________________________

Year_________ Tag # ________________________ State _________

General Parking □ Temporary □
(Please check the one which applies to your vehicle. Only **ONE** vehicle per form)

New Vehicle (delete existing registration) □

I have read the rules and regulations on the back of this form and agree to adhere to them.

Signature: _____________________________________________________

Date: ______________________________

September 2018
ACP Parking Rules and Regulations

1. An employee parking in the ACP lot must register his/her vehicle and display an ACP parking hang tag on the rear view mirror or a parking sticker on the rear bumper right hand side.

2. Handicapped spaces can only be used by employees or visitors displaying a handicapped permit issued by the state in which the person resides. Violators are subject to being ticketed by the Riverdale Park police department.

3. The use of visitor spaces by employees with temporary health concerns is limited to a maximum of three weeks. Employees must have a physician’s excuse and approval from an ACP Board member of that society. After three weeks, the employee will need to obtain a temporary handicapped permit issued by the state in which the person resides.

4. Parking violation notices will be issued to employees who are in violation of the following restrictions: not displaying a tag/sticker; vehicle not registered; parking in a visitor’s spot; driving in the wrong direction; parking in an area not marked for parking; tag/sticker not visible; tag/sticker faded; parking in a handicapped space without a handicapped tag; vehicle unsecured; valuables in plain sight; parking in the “Official ACP Parking Only” or “Contractor Only” spaces or the loading dock.

5. ACP does not assume any liability for vehicles parked in the lot.

Your cooperation in adhering to these rules and regulations is appreciated by the ACP Board.
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